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restructurings, reviews and audits as well as tenant retention, relocation and due 
diligence advisory services. Larry takes great pride in providing his clients with the power 
to make knowledgeable decisions concerning their business and individual needs.  
Combining decades of commercial real estate ownership with a professional background 
in law, accounting, commercial brokerage, property management, planning and 
development, Larry and his team can be the difference in helping you navigate the 
challenging times that lie ahead in your life or business. Having sat on all sides of the 
negotiating table, Larry firmly believes that he and his team of real estate professionals 
have an increased business understanding of the mindset of all parties to a transaction, 
and consequently, a competitive edge that will only enhance his client’s bargaining 
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In addition to maintaining a law practice for nearly 25 years, Larry was a co-founding 
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(including the building where Former President Bill Clinton maintains his offices).  
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Introduction 
Just a Little is Enough vs. How Much is Enough? 

Leasing Trade Secrets & Other Truths 

The always riveting security deposit debate of whether, to 
quote Pete Townshend, just a little is enough vs. that of the 
Zen like question “how much is enough?”.   

In my world, there is no clear and fast rule, however I can say 
that a Landlord’s job is to conduct its due diligence, and to 
paraphrase Jerry Seinfeld, perform the equivalent of a 
complete rectal examination of its prospective tenant in 
determining the security required, whereas a Tenant needs to 
give its future Landlord the financial warm and fuzzies in its 
quest to have the required security deposit at lease execution 
and thereafter be as small as possible. 



Chapter 1 
The Issues a Landlord Takes into Account in its Determination 

Leasing Trade Secrets & Other Truths 

With the foregoing as a not so pretty backdrop, let’s talk about 
a few issues a Landlord takes into account in its determination.   

Generally speaking:  

 the greater the free rent concession,  
 brokerage commission to be paid,  
 landlord’s work cost and tenant improvement allowance, 

the larger the amount the security deposit will be as the 
landlord factors in the time period it will take to recoup these 
upfront costs when determining the amount required.  
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Chapter 2 
Factors Which can Potentially Reduce Your Security Deposit  

Factors which can potentially work to reduce (or conversely 
increase) the exorbitant amount of security required will 
include:  

 the balance sheet and income statement of the prospective tenant  
 the tenant’s historical track record  
 the nature of its tenancy  
 the length of the lease term  
 the amount of tenant’s own money it is putting into the space 
 whether or not there will be a straight personal or good guy guaranty 

Only after a thorough analysis of the foregoing items will a Landlord 
be able to determine just how much is enough. 



Chapter 3 
From a Tenant’s Perspective 
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It is the Tenant’s job to be aware of what goes into the process and in 
advance, be prepared to provide its new Landlord authoritative financial 
documentation that will allow the Landlord to answer in the affirmative when it 
paraphrases Dr. Szell from the 1970’s thriller “Marathon man” and asks itself 
“is it safe?” to enter into a financial relationship with the Tenant for a term of  
years. 

From a Tenant’s perspective, it must also remember 
that there are not only the costs of securing and 
thereafter having its money tied up in a large 
security deposit, but the balance it might need to 
strike in the form of potentially giving it’s Landlord a 
guaranty limited as to time and the occupancy of the 
space of the corporate entity.  



Chapter 4 
Security Deposit Burndown 
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When it comes to negotiating the security deposit, the Tenant 
needs to have a slow burn mindset, or better put, be sure to 
negotiate that after the first few years of the lease, if Tenant is 
not then in default beyond any applicable notice and cure 
period, Landlord will return a portion of its security deposit.  
This is commonly referred to as a security deposit burndown.   

Remember, after a future date certain, Landlord will have recouped its initial 
upfront costs, so that along with the fact that Tenant is in good standing, 
accordingly, the initial larger security deposit required is no longer 
necessary.  The logic is sound; Tenant just need to charm its future 
Landlord into being a believer of the foregoing “burn baby burn” mindset.  



Chapter 5 
A Letter of Credit vs. Cash 

Leasing Trade Secrets & Other Truths 

Although as a consequence of the bankruptcy laws it is my belief that all 
Landlords should require Tenants to have their security deposits in the form 
of a letter of credit vs. cash, many do not do so.  As a general statement, if 
a Tenant files for bankruptcy, Landlords no longer have the right to draw 
upon a cash security deposit; with a letter of credit it generally does. 

From a Tenant’s perspective of locking up a large amount of restricted 
money in the form of cash security deposit with a deminimus rate of return, 
it should explore the annual administrative cost it’s bank will charge it for 
having a letter of credit, which although still restricted, will hopefully allow it 
to earn a greater rate of return on its segregated investment at the bank in 
excess of the annual administrative cost.  
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Please call for details regarding a  
FREE LEASE ANALYSIS 

and preliminary audit of your current commercial lease! 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Pursuant to Regulations Governing 
Practice Before the Internal Revenue Service, any tax advice 
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Attorney/Professional  Advertising & Disclaimer: The content of this 
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action based upon the information contained in this presentation 
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